The Cross Vermont Trail Association (CVTA) was started in 1993 by members of trail committees and conservation commissions who were interested in having some connectivity between existing trails. In 1999 the CVTA incorporated as a nonprofit with one part-time staff person and a board of directors. Although 91 miles are currently mapped, only a third of that is actually passable, but the hope is that eventually the
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éntire width of the state will be connected by one continuous trail network. The association has a series of 12 maps and navigational cue sheets for those interested in doing all or part of the mapped sections.

Although the Vermont Department of Transportation has designated the road portions of the Cross Vermont Trail to be scenic roads, CVTA Executive Director Greg Western says the association is hoping to eliminate those sections. “We dream of the day when it’s entirely a trail and off the road,” he says, noting he felt a little silly when he was drawing up the maps because he’d write, “Get to the end of the trail and keep going.”
A WORK IN PROGRESS
Most of the 30 miles of trail are on public land, including bike paths in Chittenden County and sections in Newbury and Ryegate. Other sections are on Class 4 roads. The CVTA has formal agreements with about a dozen landowners and less-formal arrangements with others, who are willing to allow use of their land but aren’t willing to enter into a written commitment. The organization secures easements and even owns a small piece of land in Plainfield. Greg jokingly describes the association as “the world’s smallest land trust.” The CVTA’s goal is to nail down all the easements and less-formal permissions. “It’s a slow process,” Greg concedes. “We’re looking
for people who are willing to provide public access and make for a good route.”

Greg sees the CVTA as more “booster and coordinator” than administrator of the trail. The organization works with local groups including East Montpelier Trails Incorporated (EMTI), Montpelier Parks and Recreation, and the Plainfield Conservation Commission. Although the trail is an east/west line, they coordinate with these groups so travelers can leave the main path and enter the local networks. Mary Stone, president of EMTI, praised the CVTA for working with her organization to help them develop their trail network. “It’s an amazing project,” she says, “because the CVTA has the mission of connecting the

CVTA has published a digital guidebook about the nature, geography, and history to be found along the Cross Vermont Trail. It was written in part by middle and high school students, and it provides an overview of what you will see now along the trail, and what happened in those same places hundreds of years ago. It’s a comprehensive and professionally produced publication with room to grow. The CVTA invites schools and teachers to contact them to contribute a section about their own local area. Please contact the CVTA for more information. You can download a copy (PDF format) at www.crossvermont.org.
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Robert Levasseur of Jericho was intrigued by the trail and decided to give it a try on his cyclocross bike, which is equipped with wider tires to handle a variety of terrain.

He completed all but the last seven easternmost miles. Levasseur says he would have had difficulty following the trail if he hadn’t downloaded maps from the website. “They tried to put signs at critical turns, but it’s easy to go past them,” he says. “About half the trail has signs.”

Robert found the Chittenden County sections slow going because of lights and crosswalks on the bike paths. Two other impediments were in the form of rough sections off Johnnie Brook Road in Richmond and near the former state complex in Waterbury. The only other difficult section was a washed-out portion of the railroad bed in Plainfield, which required him to carry his bike through a canyon-like stretch.
with camping equipment, dropping his tent and supplies at Ricker Pond in Groton State Forest before doing the eastern portion of the trail unencumbered.

"It was a good adventure," says Robert. "Why not go across the state on a path? It's better than just taking roads." Although he says he would recommend the trip, he recognizes that more work needs to be done on the trail. "It's definitely a work in progress," he says.

"We're small, but it's not the purpose of the CVTA to be a large organization," Greg Western notes. "We want to be the go-between for others who are doing such good work on trail committees, conservation commissions, and in state and town forests. We're a big idea but a small organization." 
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